
 

Portcall user manual 
 

Enter www.portcall.be in your browser and you are presented with the Portcall login screen. 

Here you enter the email adres you used when registering (1), the password which was supplied to 

you after registration (2) and then click on the LOG IN button (3) to enter Portcall. 

!! CAUTION : the password is case sensitive so be sure you enter it with the correct upper and lower 

case characters. E.g. xWR56tZyy 

 

 

 

 

Forgot your password (4) or need assistance (4)? Click one of the links to go to the support form 

which has Portcall already filled out as subject. Enter your detail and message and send the support 

form to our Portcall customer support desk who will attend your query soonest. 

Need to know our Portcall rates? Click the Price list link (5) to open our latest rate sheet. 

 

http://www.portcall.be/


 

After filling out your login details and clicking the LOGIN button you will flow to the 

Portcall application screen. 

 

The Portcall application screen is divided in 2 main blocks. The PORTS (1) and the OTHER (2) area. In 

the upper-right corner (3) you will see you user name and the logout button . Clicking this button 

will terminate your Portcall session and return you to the login screen. 

 

PORTS 

 

The PORTS area displays the available ports/lists in Portcall. The ports/lists for which you have a 

subscription are highlighted in light blue (1). The ports/lists for which you are not subscribed are 



 

highlighted in white (2). When you click on one of the light blue lists you will flow to the selected list 

screen. When you click a white list you will receive a prompt stating you have no contract for this list. 

  

If you are interested in obtaining access to the list you can click on the CONTACT PORT+ link to open 

a contact form to request an upgrade of your contract to include this port. 

 

Per Port there are 2 lists available to which you can subscribe. These lists are In port and Expected. 

The In port list provides you with information on all vessels in the port area of the selected port. The 

Expected lists provides you with information of all vessels expected (including, shifters and departed) 

for the selected port. 

Let’s have a closer look at each list. 

IN port 

The In port list displays the activity of the vessels inside the port area of the selected port. 

 

The In port list has 3 sections. The header (1), the filter section (2) and the data section (3). 

 

The header section contains the list title (1) displaying the selected list/port. The BACK TO PORTCALL 

(2) link which, when clicked, will return you to the PORTCALL APPLICATION SCREEN where you can 

select another list or other function. . In the upper-right corner (3) you will see you user name and 

the logout button . Clicking this button will terminate your Portcall session and return you to the 

login screen. The LAST REFRESH (4) area shows you when the data in the data section has been 

updated. 



 

!! CAUTION : Each time you enter a list you will see the latest, refreshed data. As long as you are in 

the list the data is not automatically refreshed. By clicking on the  symbol you will manually 

refresh the displayed data. The Portcall database is refreshed every 10 minutes with the latest 

reported movements and will always show the latest data when you select a list from the PORTCALL 

APPLICATION SCREEN. Once you are on a list you will need to refresh manually if you want to look at 

the latest available data. 

Show current selection on map  

When you click on the globe icon in the refresh area (4)  Portcall will open up a map view of the 

selected list you are currently in. 

!! CAUTION: 

There are some rules which apply to this view. By default it will show the vessels of the list you are 

viewing e.g. Vessels In Port. It will initially only show the vessels on the page you are viewing, if there 

are more than 1 page of vessels in the list you will need to scroll down in the list to load these before 

they will be visible on the map. If you apply a filter e.g. on quay only the vessels on this specific quay 

will be visualized on the map. This also applies to vessels in My Fleet. If you click the globe icon here 

it will show you all the vessels in your My Fleet. If you have a filter applied it will again only show you 

the vessels based on your filter selection (see filter section below). 

Because list often contain a large number of vessels we do not poll these when you visualize them 

but base it on the last know position in the system. To make this clear on the map there is a color 

code applied labeled ‘Recently seen’ or ‘Not recently seen’. A vessel with status ‘Recently seen’ has 

been polled in the last hour, a vessel with status ‘Not recently seen’ has not been polled for an hour. 

   



 

 

The filter section offers powerful tools to quickly search and sort the data being displayed. 

Some basic conventions apply to this section. The top section contains the name of the fields being 

displayed beneath in the data area. The small black rectangles are toggles to sort in ascending or 

descending order when clicked. The bottom section contains boxes which allow you to fill out search 

parameters to e.g. search on IMO number, vessel name, location (3, 4,5,7,8,9,11 and 12).   

There are 3 exceptions. 

For GT (10) it is only possible to sort in ascending or descending order. 

The * (1) is a tick box. When you have vessels setup in MyFleet (see later) ticking this box will only 

display MyFleet vessels for the port/list you are looking at. If none of the MyFleet vessels are in your 

selected port the data section will be blank. This is a quick and easy way to see if bookmarked vessels 

are in your selected port/list. 

The (2) box is a selection box. By default the In port list shows seagoing only. By clicking on this box 

you are able to select SEA, INLAND or BOTH. Depending on your selection you will either see only 

seagoing vessels, inland vessels or both. 

The type box (6) allows the user to filter based on ship type. By default all types are visible. By 

clicking on the selection arrow you can filter on vessel types and e.g. only look at container vessels or 

tankers or make multiple selections. 

 

 

 

 

 

The data section contains the actual data for the selected list either based on the default settings or 

based on the filter settings. 



 

In the first column (1) you will either see a dot  or an arrow . The dot means that the vessel is 

stationary (moored). The arrow means that the vessel is moving. The LOCATION shows the actual 

location where the vessel is located. The AGENT field will show the responsible agent for the vessel. 

CHANGED AT indicates when the last change status change for the vessel was received. GT and NAT 

will display the gross tonnage of the vessel and the flag the vessel is sailing under. 

!! TIP: In the search boxes you can use a wildcard by filling out an * in your search criteria. 

E.g. filling out l*n in the NAME field will look only for vessels which have l & n in that order in 

their name. This is applicable to all search fields and handy if you e.g. do not know correct 

spelling of a name. 

 
 

 

EXPECTED 

The expected list contains all vessels that are expected in the selected port. This includes both 

vessels coming IN, vessels going OUT of port or vessel which SHIFT in the port area. 

 

The EXPECTED list has 3 sections. The header (1), the filter section (2) and the data section (3). 

 

 

The header section contains the list title (1) displaying the selected list/port. The BACK TO PORTCALL 

(2) link which, when clicked, will return you to the PORTCALL APPLICATION SCREEN where you can 

select another list or other function. . In the upper-right corner (3) you will see you user name and 

the logout button . Clicking this button will terminate your Portcall session and return you to the 

login screen. The LAST REFRESH (4) area shows you when the data in the data section has been 

updated. 

!! CAUTION: Each time you enter a list you will see the latest, refreshed data. As long as you are in 

the list the data is not automatically refreshed. By clicking on the  symbol you will manually 

refresh the displayed data. The Portcall database is refreshed every 10 minutes with the latest 

reported movements and will always show the latest data when you select a list from the PORTCALL 

APPLICATION SCREEN. Once you are on a list you will need to refresh manually if you want to look at 

the latest available data. 



 

 

The filter section offers powerful tools to quickly search and sort the data being displayed. 

Some basic conventions apply to this section. The top section contains the name of the fields being 

displayed beneath in the data area. The small black rectangles are toggles to sort in ascending or 

descending order when clicked. The bottom section contains boxes which allow you to fill out search 

parameters to e.g. search on vessel name, expected time, to location, from location, agent, IMO 

number and vessel type (5, 6, 7,8,9,10,11 and 12).   

There are 5 exceptions. 

For GT (13) it is only possible to sort in ascending or descending order. 

When the anchor tick box  (2) is checked the result list will show all vessel which are anchored. If 

left unchecked, anchored vessels will not appear on the list. 

The status (1) and voyage (3) are dropdown selectors which, when clicked allow you to select from a 

specific status or trip. 

The * (4) is a tick box. When you have vessels setup in MyFleet (see later) ticking this box will only 

display MyFleet vessels for the port/list you are looking at. If none of the MyFleet vessels are in your 

selected port the data section will be blank. This is a quick and easy way to see if bookmarked vessels 

are in your selected port/list. 

The status (1) selector allows you to filter on a specific status. By default it show all statuses. By 

clicking on the down arrow you get a pull down menu where you can select out of the various 

options available. 

The status dropdown has following options:  

 Shows all available statuses. 

 Vessels which have been announced expected. 

 Vessels which have started their Scheldt river journey but have not entered the port area yet. 

 Vessels which have entered the port area (in port) but have not arrived at berth yet. 

 Vessels which have departed from the port area. 

The voyage selector has following options: 

 Inbound voyage 

 Outbound voyage 

 Shift voyage (from berth to berth)  

 Transit voyage (passing through the port area) 

This selector by default shows all voyages but allows you to tick those you would like to filter on. To 

clear the filter you remove all ticks to default to all again. 

The type box (14) allows the user to filter based on ship type. By default all types are visible. By 

clicking on the selection arrow you can filter on vessel types and e.g. only look at container vessels or 

tankers or make multiple selections (same as under In Port). 



 

!!!! TIP: By filling out a B in the STAY NR (7) you will filter on Upper Scheldt / Bovenschelde stays 

only. 

The data section contains the actual data for the selected list either based on the default settings or 

based on the filter settings. 

 

Depending on your filter setting the data section will display all vessels meeting your selected 

criteria. The NAME field will show the vessel name. The EXPECTED TIME shows the estimated time 

when the vessel will arrive at it’s TO destination. The TO column shows the destination of the vessel 

with the FROM field showing the previous location. AGENT shows the agent responsible for handling 

the vessel. IMO, NAT, GT and TYPE display respectively the IMO number of the vessel, the flag, the 

gross tonnage and the vessel type (for the different vessel type codes please revert to list at the end 

of this document). 

!!!! TIP: Need to look at Expected and In Port for different ports at once and you don’t want to leave 

your current filtered list? You can open multiple sessions of Portcall in your browser. 

Google Chrome: right click on the tab in your browser and select duplicate. This will open a duplicate 

session of  

Vessel Details & Position 

Portcall has some handy additional services which enrich the available vessel information. When you 

click/select on a vessel in the data section an additional panel will open on the right-hand side of the 

screen. These additional services are only available if they are included in your Portcall subscription. 

 



 

You select a vessel by clicking on it (1) in the data section after which the panel on the right will open 

displaying the vessel name (2). Depending on the services included in your subscription you will have 

access to 3 services. 

Vessel details (3) Provides basic data of the vessel such as length, breadth, nationality, max. Draught 

etc. Also includes actual Draught.  

 

 

Position (4) Provides the actual position of the vessel on the map including scaled size of the vessel. 

 

 
My Fleet (5) Add vessels to your fleet. You can later filter these vessels in the Expected and In Port 

lists quickly. You have 2 possible options here. If a vessel is not yet in your My Fleet then you can add 

it by clicking on the available Add to fleet button  . If it is already in your My Fleet list then 

you can remove ii by clicking on the Remove from my fleet button  . 

Agent Information (6) provides you with more detailed information about the responsible agent.  

 



 

ISPS announcement (Port of Antwerp) 

This service creates an official visit request to allow visitors to visit a ship. The announcement has to 

be approved by the agent and the terminal. 

 

 

From the Expected or In Port list select a vessel by clicking on it (1) so the additional services panel 

opens from the right. The ISPS announcement section is located at the bottom left. If the agent or 

the terminal does not allow electronic requests or if you are not subscribed to this service the button 

will be greyed out. 

To request a vessel visit click on the button to open the ISPS announcement panel (2). 

 

The panel contains some pre-filled information at the bottom (1) containing information about the 

selected vessel (Name, Imo number and Stay number) and the responsible agent and expected 

terminal. 

You will need to fill a reason (free text) for the intended visit (2) and a section to insert the details on 

the person(s) who will be doing the visit. If it is the first time you use this function you will need to 

create a new contact (3). To do this click on the create new contact button (3) to open the add 

contact page. 



 

 

The add contact page contains 6 (1-2-3-4-5-6) mandatory fields which are highlighted in red and 10 

fields which are not mandatory. The more complete the contact is filled in the more efficient your 

request can be processed by the responsible parties. You can always return to the add contact page 

later on to update or change the information ( e.g. car type and license plate changes). Fill in all the 

required information and click on the create button to add the new contact (7). 

Note : some terminals require date of birth and you will be prompted in case this is missing. 

 

 



 

Your ISPS announcement is now almost ready to be submitted. You will need fill in the reason for 

your visit (1) add another contact in case you have multiple visitors or deleted or edit the existing 

contact (2) by clicking on the edit icon  to edit the current contacts details or the delete contact 

icon to remove the contact. 

Once all has been correctly supplied you click the send button (3) to submit the request. 

 

You will be prompted to read and acknowledge the agent notice by ticking the I confirm button (1) 

and/or the terminal regulations button (2) before clicking the send button (3) for the final submission 

of the request. 

 

 



 

 

 

After submission you will get a confirmation screen. 

 

Your request is now being processed and sent to both the agent and the terminal for approval. You 

will receive an email notification of the progress of your request and you are able to follow the status 

of any request in the ISPS announcements section of the PortCall home page. 

 

 

 

A series of email notifications will be sent during the processing of your request which can consist of 

the acceptance by both agent and terminal of your visit or the decline by either the agent or the 



 

terminal or the cancellation of the request. The email address used for this is the one supplied in the 

contact details of your request. The acceptance or decline of requests is not done by Port+ N.V. but 

by the responsible ships agent and the terminal the vessel is calling in Antwerp. 

 

 

AIS Expected 

This list is only available for the Port of Antwerp and not visible (greyed out) if not active. This list 

contains vessel for which the AIS transponder has been set to Antwerp as next port and for which no 

stay request has yet been done in the Antwerp Harbour System. Once a stay request has been 

processed the vessel disappears from this list and will be visible on the Expected list. 

Since this is based on the settings in the AIS transponder it depends on how strict the next port in the 

AIS is being updated on board. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VESSEL TYPE ABBREVIATIONS 

 

 


